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Foreword
Technology has been changing the workplace for many years. Back in 2011, our
Perspective series report ‘Exploring the Shift in Employee Expectations’ found that
86% of employers were experiencing demand from employees for flexible working.
It was shown to boost employee job satisfaction and be a strong attraction for the
best talent in the marketplace, while simultaneously saving businesses money on
their overheads and increasing employee productivity.

Phil Mottram
Head of Enterprise,
Vodafone UK

At Vodafone we’re proud to be practising what we preach with our ‘Better Ways of
Working’ programme, ensuring all our employees can work flexibly, around the
office or from home – and we have seen valuable benefits in employee motivation
and satisfaction.
And we’re not the only ones. Four years on from our last study and flexible working
practices are going strong up and down the country. Employees are now legally
protected for asking for flexible working and businesses are following suit by increasing
the amount of flexible working on offer to their employees . No longer is it a new
phenomenon, or the reserve of only the most experienced and trusted employees;
flexible working is now an expected part of everyday working life. And technology is
the enabler at the heart of this workplace revolution.
As Millennials – the most recent, ‘digital native’ generation – are joining our
workplaces, the demand for Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) to embrace
technology grows by the day.
Capturing the best Millennial talent can have huge advantages; but getting these
people on-board is not straight forward. And, with Millennials seemingly favouring
corporates over SMEs, it’s only likely to get tougher to attract these employees.
At the same time, we need to balance Millennials expectations and needs with those
of the existing workforce, ensuring they can collaborate effectively and easily.
In this report we discover the tricks to capturing and retaining that precious Millennial
talent and how they can be an integral part of a productive workplace. From increasing
online visibility and social interaction to promoting virtual collaboration technologies
and work-life balance, we hope that this report is useful for determining your
recruitment and retention strategies.

Phil Mottram
Head of Enterprise,
Vodafone UK
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Executive Summary
MILLENNIAL
The ‘digital native’ generation born since 1988

SMEs are the beating heart of the UK economy: 99% of UK private sector businesses
are SMEs, together employing 59% of the private sector workforce and generating
33% of UK economic output .
The rapid advancement of technology over the past decade has brought with it a
host of new opportunities for SMEs to grow profitability from automating operations
to engaging with a truly global customer base. But that’s not all. It’s also triggered
changes to work culture and new employee expectations.
‘Millennials’ are now coming of age and ever more present in our workplace. They
are the first generation to grow up as true ‘digital natives’; constantly connected to
a plethora of technology at their fingertips. As they become employees, they bring
with them a host of new skills, new expectations and new challenges for businesses
to address.

EXPERIENCED SME
EMPLOYEES
Employees with 10+ years’ experience
in the workplace

In this report, we explore the impact Millennials are having on SMEs to reveal the
opinions of HR managers tasked with bringing Millennials into the workplace whilst
balancing the reaction from experienced employees.
Plus we also examine the expectations and ambitions of Millennials themselves, both
those who have just landed their first jobs and those about to embark onto the career
ladder for the first time.
In doing so we see how this new generation is seeking interactive online
communication with their potential employers in a job market where company image
can no longer be controlled, but must instead be managed.
This is a generation that expects an excellent work-life balance with technology that
underpins their ability to work when and where they want. And if this isn’t provided,
they are not afraid to speak with their feet. The average graduate expects to stay in
their first job for less than three years, and just under half would switch jobs in order to
improve their work-life balance or have more flexible working opportunities.
However, far from being a chaotic whirlwind, we also see how Millennials are fitting well
into SME workplaces, spreading digital knowledge and teaching colleagues new ways
of thinking.
We explore the best ways to attract and retain Millennial talent entering the workplace,
focussing on how SMEs can seamlessly integrate multiple generations into a more
productive workforce. We hope you find the following valuable and thought-provoking.
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The productive Millennial
HOW THE WORKPLACE
HAS CHANGED

More
Advanced
Technology

MoreConnected

MoreCompetitive

HigherExpectations

Doing
More
ForLess

BetterCommunication

Pressurised
NeverSwitch More
Off Regulation

WorkLifeBalance

Faster LessJobSecurity
Pace FlexibleWorking

If you’ve been in the workplace for a while, chances are you will have noticed a change
in your business over the past few years. Perhaps this has taken the form of new
workplace practices, a changing culture or different employee expectations. The vast
majority of experienced workers at SMEs (89%) say they’ve noticed substantial
changes in their workplace over the past 5 years.
SMEs predominantly attribute this change to the introduction of more advanced
technology, which, they say, is creating a workplace culture that is more innovative,
more connected and faster-paced.

Who are the Millennials?
Into this dynamic environment steps the ‘Millennial’. Over the past two decades, this
new generation have been born into a constantly connected world; a world in which
they are rarely far from an internet connection, computer or smartphone; a world
where nomophobia (the fear of being out of mobile phone contact) now affects more
than two in three people .
This new breed of employee brings a host of new expectations. Three quarters of HR
decision-makers at SMEs (73%) say current graduates have very different expectations
than those of graduates 10 years ago.
But what exactly are these differences? Are Millennials tearing down business
structures, flying in the face of all authority and generally causing chaos? Well, no.
Despite the dramatic reputation Millennials have often received, they are in fact
integrating well into our SME workforces and bringing with them a wealth of benefits.
Millennials are generally not a disruptive influence. Only one in four HR managers
(25%) and one in four experienced employees (24%) believe that Millennials are
disruptive. Instead, the majority believe that new graduates are integrating easily into
their businesses (HR 69%; experienced employees 58%).
Millennials agree. The vast majority of Millennials who have newly entered the
workplace (80%) say they’ve found it easy to adapt to working practices.
And the positive impact of Millennials extends far beyond a mere smooth integration
– they’re also liked! The majority of experienced SME employees (60%) say that they
actively enjoy working with Millennials, less than one in thirty (3%) don’t enjoy
collaborating with their new colleagues.
And why shouldn’t they? Millennials are a driving force for positive change. Their
unique set of skills and technological capabilities are making SMEs more productive
(81%), teaching existing employees new skills (58%) and helping their organisations
keep up with modern technology (54%).
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81%

OF HR MANAGERS say they make
workplaces more productive

59%

OF EXPERIENCED SME
EMPLOYEES feel Millennials have
taught them something new
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Employing a Millennial isn’t just a good thing for them – it can also help their new
colleagues. Take ‘digital’ skills. From understanding how to engage with customers via
social media, to developing online operating models, having these in your organisation
is critical. Previous Perspective series reports, Connected Nation and Leading the Way,
have revealed how over 90% of typical customer interactions now include a digital
channel and that possessing digital skills is vital for anyone in a management position.4
It’s therefore a great cause for celebration that one quarter of experienced employees
(23%) say that Millennials have personally taught them new digital and IT skills,
together with improving their use of social media (15%).
What’s more, Millennials’ contribution to the workplace goes beyond tangible
‘digital’ skills to more subtle soft skills: over one third (37%) of experienced employees
say that Millennials have taught them a ‘new way of thinking’, encouraging their
experienced colleagues to look differently at challenges and approach problems with
a fresh perspective.
The osmosis of this information from Millennials to their more experienced
counterparts can help to breathe fresh life into organisations. The question therefore
shifts from one of ‘should we be employing Millennials?’ to ‘how can we attract the
best Millennial talent?’

54%

OF EXPERIENCED EMPLOYEES
think hiring them helps their
organisation to stay up-to-date
with technology
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Meeting Millennials online
Getting Millennials into the SME workplace may not be that difficult at the moment,
but nor is it a walk in the park.
Those in charge of HR at SMEs generally think it’s quite easy to attract graduate talent
to their organisation; and the bigger your company is, the easier it tends to be.
However, less than one in ten SMEs find it very easy to attract this talent; and for
micro-SMEs it’s even more difficult.

Level of difficulty to recruit Millennials

Size of business (Number of employees)

LARGE

26%

100-249
50-99

6%

62%
32%

12%

53%

9%

SME
10-49
<10

56%

34%
13%

31%

10%
53%

3%

■ Very difficult ■ Quite difficult ■ Quite easy ■ Very easy

The challenge of attracting graduate talent is also likely to only get harder. As the
economy strengthens, the UK is transitioning from an employer-driven market to a
candidate-driven market. Coupled with large numbers of Baby Boomers now reaching
retirement age, this is creating an environment whereby talented candidates are able
to command significant negotiation power at the employment table.
With a combined larger workforce to maintain than corporates, more needs to be done
in order to attract the quantity – as well as quality – of Millennial talent required to
drive our SMEs. When comparing the current distribution of UK employees with
Millennials’ preferred choice of organisation to work at, whilst the pipeline seems
robust for the Public Sector (21% desire vs. 19% existing employee population), SMEs
show a significant shortfall (22% desire vs. 46% existing employee population).
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Graduates preference vs where they work
46%

32%

■ Current employee distribution
■ Where Millennials want to work

36%

22%
19%

21%

19%
3%

SME

Corporate

Public Sector

2%

Charities

No preference

As a SME you therefore need to do everything possible to stand out from the crowd if
you want to attract the best Millennial talent, starting with making it easy for them to
find you. The trick to this resides in having a strong online presence. Gone are the days
when graduates came to you via adverts in newspapers and professional publications;
instead, this new generation is looking online for job opportunities.

How Millennials search for jobs

32%

51%

Online job board

57%

Internet search

Company
website

64%

Job search
engine

46%
University
careers fair

43%
Advice from
friends and
family

31%
LinkedIn

51%

University
careers service

■ Online
■ Academia
■ Peer-to-peer
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TOP PLACES MILLENNIALS
LOOK FOR JOBS VS WHERE
EMPLOYERS ADVERTISE
1. JOB SEARCH ENGINE
57%
19%
2. COMPANY WEBSITE
51%
43%
3. ONLINE JOB BOARDS
32%
21%
4. RECRUITMENT AGENCIES
28%
35%
5. LINKEDIN
31%
19%
6. JOBCENTRE PLUS
25%

Herein lies a problem. Whilst Millennials live online, SMEs are not matching this
presence to the same extent. Just over a quarter of all SMEs (26%) do not even have
a website and SMEs are significantly behind the game when it comes to online job
boards, LinkedIn and job search engines. Only one in five SMEs (19%) advertise on job
search engines, despite this being used by over half of Millennials (57%).
Instead, businesses rely heavily on recruitment agencies (the second most prevalently
used channel) despite less than one in three Millennials having typically registered
with an agency.
The result is that SMEs are missing out. You can’t recruit the best Millennial
talent if the best doesn’t know you exist.
But nor does the challenge end when a Millennial discovers a job advert; the
adverts themselves are also invariably failing to convey the information Millennials
are looking for.
A third of Millennials (36%) say it’s difficult to find the information they want in a
typical job advert, which perhaps goes part of the way to explaining why, when
applying for a role, Millennials will often over-emphasise certain aspects of their
background that HR decision-makers don’t consider to be so important.

16%
7. PROFESSIONAL BODY/INSTITUTE ADVERTS
24%

What Millennials value vs what employers see as most important

17%
8. NEWSPAPER OR MAGAZINE ADVERTS
18%
13%
9. FACEBOOK
15%
7%
10. TWITTER
11%
5%

HR

Millennials

1. Personality / Culture
2. Problem solving abilities
3. Technical skills
4. IT / digital skills
5. Academics

1. Technical skills
2. Relevant work experience
3. High quality CV
4. Problem solving skills
5. Academics

Job adverts need to make it clearer what the employer is looking for. Do you
require candidates to have in-depth technical skills, or are you more concerned
with the applicant showing an understanding of your ethos and a willingness to
take on challenges?

11. GOOGLE +
6%
2%
■ SME’s
■ Graduates
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INCLUDE IN A JOB ADVERT
KEY QUALITIES REQUIRED:
•	Desirable personality / culture
traits from candidates
•	Links to your website
and social media
• A way to contact you directly
•	Instructions for how to apply online
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With job adverts failing to convey all of the information Millennials are looking for, this
new generation move to searching for more information online. Whilst over half (56%)
will pay a visit to your company website, just as many (57%) will also conduct a general
internet search to find out extra details about your company.
Add onto this a further one fifth (19%) who will also look for information on LinkedIn
and one in ten via Facebook (12%) or Twitter (9%), and your company reputation is now
built on much more than just the initial job advert. And although Millennials will most
commonly conduct this research via a laptop (86%) over half (54%) will also using
mobile devices (smartphones 42%, tablets 26%).
Once a Millennial has made the decision to apply for the job, this process should also
be able to take place online. Over one third of Millennial graduates (35%) wouldn’t
apply for a job if they couldn’t do so online, and this rises to just under half (46%) of
Millennials who are already in the workplace.
This has two significant implications:
1.	To attract the best Millennial talent, a sophisticated, device-optimised online
presence is essential
2.	SMEs can no longer ‘control’ their online presence. Instead, SMEs must accept that
wider sources of information will be tapped-into by Millennial talent and as a result
must look to ‘influence’ and ‘manage’ their online presence rather than dictate it.
One way that SMEs can help to manage the narrative is by being responsive. With
talented candidates wielding increasing power, virtually all Millennials (97%) now
expect to be able to ask questions of a potential employer before applying for a job.
Most commonly this preferred contact will be via email (90%), with one in five (24%)
also wanting to use social media and/or forums.

TOP TIPS FOR ATTRACTING MILLENNIAL TALENT:
GET SEEN Ensure job roles are
advertised online, including on your
website and on job search engines

MAKE IT EASY TO FIND INFORMATION
ON ANY DEVICE Millennials will visit your
website to do their research, often on a
mobile device

EMBRACE SOCIAL MEDIA TO
MANAGE YOUR ONLINE REPUTATION
Companies can no longer dictate their
online presence but by being active on
social media you can help to manage it

BE RESPONSIVE Millennials want to ask
questions before applying for jobs, so let
them email you, ask questions on social
media or set up an online forum
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I ncreasing flexible
working options
WHAT MILLENNIALS LOOK FOR
WHEN CHOOSING A JOB
7.3
Lifestyle

7
Career
development

6.7
Status
and rewards

6

7.7	Work-life balance
7.7	Positive culture
7.5	High interest in work
7.3	Location of organisation
close to home
6.8	Flexible working
6.8	Social responsibility

7.4	Formal training
7.2	Informal training/
development
7.0	Professional accreditation
6.8	Fast job progression
6.8	Well-known organisation
on CV
6.7	Job role with responsibility

7.1 High salary
7.1 Good benefits
7.0 Bonuses and rewards
6.3	Opportunities to travel
6.1 Employee perks

6.7	Innovative organisation
6.6 Latest technology
4.8	Access to social media

Technology
benefits
Scores are the level of importance out of 10
(0 = not important at all, 10 = critical)

Attracting talented Millennials may not be easy, but this is only the start of the hard
work. SMEs report that the average period of time a new graduate stays at their
organisation for is less than three years.
This is not entirely unexpected. The job market has changed significantly over the
past couple of decades and most employees, regardless of age, no longer have a
‘job for life’ attitude; instead they are often eager to move on after a short number
of years on a constant search for the next opportunity.
However, Millennials are even more restless than their experienced colleagues.
HR professionals at SMEs say that experienced employees are likely to stay with
them for on average 5-10 years, as opposed to just 2-3 years for Millennials.
Frequently losing employees has a high cost for SMEs: never mind the spiralling
cost of recruitment, it also leads to drops in productivity and lost client relationships.
To reduce this employee churn, it’s therefore vital to understand more about what
drives and motivates Millennials.
Our research has defined four different types of benefit that a company can offer
employees to help them stay satisfied in their role:
•
•
•
•

Lifestyle benefits
Career development
Status and rewards
Technology benefits

For Millennials, the biggest driver of satisfaction is lifestyle benefits: a positive
culture and good work-life balance, mixed with high interest in the company’s
activities and an easy commute are all extremely important – more important even
than a high salary.
One of these factors alone – work life balance – should be on the lips of every
employer, with one-third of employees (32%) saying that they would seek a new
position solely to improve their work-life balance.
To provide this, flexible working must be embedded within organisational culture.
In the past, it was often believed that younger generations would be happy to work
long, hard hours at the office in return for progression. The same cannot be said now.
Two-thirds of Millennials looking for their first jobs (65%) want to be able to work
flexible hours and one third (32%) want to be able to work from home.
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These high expectations aren’t only restricted to Millennials either, with experienced
employees also recognising that flexible working can benefit their work-life balance
(56%), save time (47%) and increase overall job satisfaction (42%).

THE ON-DEMAND
GENERATION
Millennials not only want
flexible working, but also
yearn for fast promotion

15%

fall into a ‘high aspiration’
group who expect both a
good-work-life balance
and a high salary
However, they are realistic,

78%

say that it will be difficult to
get a job they want.

Whilst expectations are high, there are a number of things that SMEs can do to
help retain Millennial talent. We’ve already seen how Millennials expect to be able
to find and apply for jobs online, and these technological expectations continue
once in the workplace:
•	34% of Millennials expect to use technology to remotely communicate
with colleagues
•	54% of Millennials enjoy working with others via digital collaboration such
as online meetings and forums
Millennials have grown up with Facebook and WhatsApp, and as a result are more
likely to stay in contact with their colleagues via ‘newer’ technologies such as
social networks, collaboration and communication apps, instant messaging and
online meetings.
This is a technology-driven generation; a generation that believes in flexible working
and virtual communication. As a SME, providing these capabilities will be vital for
retaining talent.

INTER-GENERATIONAL
TENSION
Millennials’ higher capacity
for new forms of technological
communication can cause them
some frustration.

86%

encounter difficulties
communicating with their
colleagues, most commonly
caused by the different styles
and technologies used
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Competing with
corporate heavyweights
At first glance, SMEs seem to be doing a pretty good job at keeping their Millennial talent
happy. The average Millennial employee is ‘quite satisfied’ in their current role (82% are
quite or very satisfied) and HR managers believe that their organisations perform strongly
across a broad range of key factors for employee happiness.
However, on closer inspection, SMEs may be wearing rose-tinted glasses. Whilst 84% of
Millennials are ‘quite satisfied’ at work, fewer than one in three (29%) are ‘very satisfied’.
And when we compare what SMEs think they provide against what employees feel they
receive, we uncover some stark discrepancies.

Importance of factor to employee happiness

Difference in perception

69%

Good work-life
balance

51%
79%

Good/positive
culture

41%
85%

Interesting work

54%
58%

High salary

17%
59%

Flexible working

31%
49%

Fast job
progression 8%
Socially responsible
organisation
Innovative
environment
Use of latest
technology

66%
22%
60%
20%
63%
16%
■ HR (our organisation is strong at this) ■ Employees (I am offered this)
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There is over a 50% discrepancy between the proportion of SMEs who feel they use the
latest technology and are socially responsible, compared to the proportion of employees
who would agree.

Top 5 qualities graduates associate with SMEs vs Corporates

SMEs

Corporates

1. Given responsibility
2. Convenient location
3. Good work-life balance
4. Informal training
5. Flexible working

1. High salary
2. F ormal training and development
3. Professional accreditations
4. A well-known name
5. Bonuses for high performance

In particular though, given the importance of flexible working and work-life balance to
employee satisfaction, there is a worrying discrepancy between HR and employee
perceptions of these attributes. This is especially surprising when you consider that these
are the qualities Millennial graduates expect to find within SMEs.
As attracting and retaining talent becomes increasingly tough, if the reality of flexible
working and work-life balance doesn’t live up to the employee expectation then retention
is likely to become a significant issue.
Corporates have high salaries and formal training: a compelling offer. To counter this,
SMEs have a reputation for flexible working and a good work-life balance. The reality
though must live up to the promise, or else SMEs risk seeing Millennial talent walk out
their doors.
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Final thoughts
Here come the Millennials – and that’s something to celebrate! Millennials are boosting
productivity; bringing new ideas and digital skills, and are liked by their colleagues.
However, getting the best of this talent into your organisation isn’t easy. It requires a
strong online presence as Millennials scour search engines, company websites and
social media sites on the lookout for valuable insights into organisations. As a SME you
can no longer ‘control’ online perceptions of your business; instead you must seek to
influence and manage them by embracing social media and inviting applicants to
engage with you.
Once you’ve grabbed a Millennial, it then becomes a struggle to keep them – the
average Millennial stays in their place of work for less than three years. To improve
retention you need to understand what motivates Millennials. This generation has high
expectations for a good work-life balance and flexible working options, under-pinned
by technological sophistication. Plus, enabling this will benefit the entirety of your
business as more experienced generations, while less restless, also highly value these
qualities in an employer.
In the competition for talent against corporates, these areas – flexible working and
work life balance – are ones in which SMEs should excel; they are features that
graduates strongly associate with small and medium businesses. However, SME
employees tell us that reality often fails to live up to the promise. As a result less than
a third of Millennial employees (29%) are very satisfied in their current SME roles,
presenting a significant threat to retention.
Welcoming Millennials into your workplace can have huge advantages, but doing so
effectively isn’t always easy. A strong online presence is vital to capture attention and
flexible working needs to be at the heart of your strategy if you want to attract and
retain the best. Expectations from Millennials are high, but so is their promise.
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Methodology
This report is based on the findings from 1,100 online surveys completed during
July 2015 amongst four different audiences:
Millennial graduates (300)
• S udents or recent graduates of the Millennial generation who have not yet entered
the workforce
Millennial SME employees (298)
• S ME employees of the Millennial generation with a University degree and less than
two years of experience in the workplace

About the Vodafone
Perspective series
The Perspective series is designed to help
businesses and public sector organisations
find better ways of working. Researched
independently, the series explores the biggest
challenges facing UK Plc and Government
today and provides new perspectives from
independent thought leaders.
There are currently eleven other reports in the
Perspective series:
• What if?... exploring attitudes to risk
• Great expectations in hard times.
Citizen service beyond today

Experienced SME employees (302)
• S ME employees with a University degree and more than ten years of experience in
the workplace
SME HR decision-makers (200)
• H
 R decision-makers at SMEs (typical job roles range from company owners /
directors at micro-SMEs to HR Directors at medium-sized businesses)
For the purpose of this research, we have defined a ‘Millennial’ as someone who was
born between 1988 and 1996.
The research was conducted by B2B research specialists, Circle Research, and has been
complemented by desk research and findings from previous Perspective series reports.

• Have a nice day. Customer service
beyond today
• Exploring the shift in employee
expectation
• The perfect storm. The role of 4G in
the ‘age of me’
• The new IT crowd. The role of the IT
Director in simplifying complexity
• The fluid society. Working without
boundaries
• Connected Nation. A digital
Government for everyone
• Connected Nation. The digital
impact on buying behaviour
• Unleashing the Mega Trends
• Leading the way
Exploring modern CEO leadership
The Perspective series gives you fresh insight
into the world of work. Find this latest report at
www.yourreadybusiness.co.uk/perspective
and for other resources and insights
www.vodafone.co.uk/perspective
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